Analysis of peculiarities and prospects of development of Ukraine in the concept of «Industry 4.0»

1. Introduction

The world entered an era of global change. The main spheres of human life – economics and management, science, security – will soon receive a new form and content. The deep penetration of digital technologies into our lives is one of the characteristic features of our present and future. This process is objective, inevitable and impossible to stop.

Accelerated development and the emergence of new technologies leads to the formation of innovative concepts of economic development, which ensure that the industry's capabilities match the growing and constantly changing needs of society. The need for flexible adaptation to the environment requires the maximum possible reduction of the time for the implementation of operations and, therefore, overcoming the gaps between the current state of industry and digital production. Revolutionary innovations and exponentially increasing digitalization of processes are actively changing business models of modern enterprises. Today, for the description of the directions of development, the following terms are used, such as Industry 4.0, digital economy, «smart» economy, Internet stuff, cyber-physics systems, supercomputers, digital transformation, digital society, «smart» cities and more.

The digital economy defines a completely new stage of development, which provides a transition to a knowledge economy in which the human capital is the main factor of development (knowledge, skills, abilities and capabilities of labor resources).

The Hannover Fair in 2011, presented by the German Government’s «Industry 4.0» program, marked the beginning of an innovative economic arms race. Programs similar to «Industry 4.0» were adopted in the Netherlands, France, Great Britain, Italy, Belgium and other countries [1]. In the United States, from 2012, there is also a non-profit Coalition of leaders of intelligent production, which, in addition to business representatives, includes state institutions, universities and laboratories.

Digitalization of the economy is realized through the development and introduction of innovative digital technologies on a permanent basis, as well as the formation of appropriate legal, socio-economic, organizational and other...
conditions for the transformation of society and economy to a new level of development. So, understanding the possibilities and threats of the «Industry 4.0» concept in Ukrainian realities can be an important step in reforming the economic development strategy of the country.

However, it should be emphasized that the main problem of Ukraine’s accession to the fourth industrial revolution is that the concept «Industry 4.0», which combines advanced development into a single system, is a new phenomenon for the country’s economy. Particular attention should be paid to the gap (challenges) between the current state of the economy and industry of Ukraine and the target level of development, which ensures the formation of the digital economy and Industry 4.0 at the macro level.

In addition, the significant obstacle to the formation of the digital economy can be called the lack of awareness of business entities about the concept and technology of Industry 4.0, the benefits and complexity of its implementation. Moreover, the process of development and implementation of digital technologies requires significant investment, but in Ukrainian realities is a serious problem for the economy. Because financing should be organized in several directions: development of infrastructure for the digital economy, formation of the regulatory framework, support for innovation and training for the digital economy.

The formation of the digital economy is a matter of national security and independence of Ukraine, the competitiveness of domestic enterprises, the position of the country on the world stage. So, it is very important that the result of the implementation of the concept «Industry 4.0» will be the emergence of various initiatives and projects on digitalisation at all levels: from national to individual enterprises. In the event of the transformation of such projects into a mass phenomenon, there is a hope that the number of technological changes will change the quality of life, management systems, business models, relations between people. Only such complex changes will ensure the transformation of the Ukrainian economy into a digital one.

2. The object of research and its technological audit

The object of the research is the process of formation and application of the concept «Industry 4.0» in Ukraine. In order to effectively form a new socio-economic development strategy of Ukraine, the features of the concept of «Industry 4.0» as an integral part of modern economic outlook were studied. Characteristic features of «Industry 4.0»: interoperability (compatibility), virtualization, decentralization and work in real time. Cyber physical systems, cloud computing and big data technologies, the Internet of things are becoming more popular in business, along with vertical and horizontal integration, virtualization and digitalization of the whole process of creation of value chain. Many developed countries and business giants are active participants in the Fourth Industrial Revolution: state programs, commercial associations and non-profit organizations are set up, aimed at eliminating barriers to the application of the Industry 4.0 concept. But in their quest for «large-scale» digitization of the economy, both corporations and states risk undervaluing possible negative social consequences of a new round of technical progress. Digitization generates opportunities that can have both unexpected threats and new good.

Despite the seriousness of potential social risks that are implicit in the application of the Industry 4.0 concept, it promises such rosy economic prospects that many countries have recognized the Laissez-faire principle as the best choice to avoid creating any bureaucratic obstacles to potential profits. Unfortunately, most experts are not inclined to evaluate the prospects of Ukraine in this race optimistic. So, to identify existing problems and opportunities of Ukraine in the application of the concept of «Industry 4.0» and coordinated work of state and society is an important task today.

3. The aim and objectives of research

The aim of the research is to determine the peculiarities and elaborate prospects of using the concept «Industry 4.0» under Ukrainian realities.

To achieve the aim, the following scientific tasks must be performed:
1. To research the peculiarities of the formation and application of the concept «Industry 4.0».
2. Analyze analytical reports on the practical application of the concept «Industry 4.0».
3. To identify the prospects of applying the concept «Industry 4.0» in the context of implementing a new strategy of socio-economic development of the country.

4. Research of existing solutions of the problem

Concept Industry 4.0 was first introduced in Germany in 2011 and marks the initiation of the fourth industrial revolution [2]. The digital economy and Industry 4.0 are of great interest among scientists and practitioners. The description of these concepts is devoted to the work of many famous scientists and practitioners. In [3], the research of the concept-categorical apparatus of production is carried out, which corresponds to the concept of Industry 4.0. And in [2] interesting research results of the industry 4.0 on the logistic chains, systems of production and sales of products are presented. The publications [4–6] form the basis for building a digital economy, defining the essence, features and problems of its development. The authors of papers [7, 8] determine the significance and benefits of the development of the digital economy, as well as the possibility of efficient use of new technologies for processing and storing data, building smart cities, automating production, and so on. The possibilities and directions of business transformation and the economy as a whole are actively explored to ensure functionality and competitiveness in the new «digital» business environment. The increased interest in this context is directly caused by the model and mechanism of the construction of the digital economy, the determination of its components, the identification of the main trends and complexities of development in Ukraine and in the world. The need for accelerated adaptation of strategic management of organizations to new technologies, resources and concepts of business development is growing.

The leading consulting company McKinsey (Chicago, Illinois, USA) summed up the main driving forces behind creating value and enjoying economic benefits within its
The digital economy is:

- the type of economy, characterized by active implementation and practical use of digital technologies for collecting, storing, processing, conversion and transmission of information in all areas of human activity;
- a system of socio-economic, organizational and technical relations, based on the use of digital information and telecommunication technologies;
- complex organizational and technical system in the form of a set of different elements (technical, infrastructure, organizational, software, normative, legislative, etc.) with distributed interaction and mutual use of economic agents for the exchange of knowledge in conditions of permanent development.

5. Research methods

To solve the problems, the following methods were used:
- a dialectical method, due to the need to analyze and generalize certain aspects of scientific knowledge, which analyze the evolution of scientific views on the nature of the concept »Industry 4.0»;
- structural-functional analysis of the principle of systematic study of economic phenomena and processes;
- a system-analytical method, according to which, the study of the functioning and development of the concept »Industry 4.0» is considered as a factor of socio-economic development of the country.

6. Results of research

The evolution of the industry illustrates that since 1750 industry has been actively developing, starting with the creation of large factories within the Industry 1.0 industry. The invention of electricity allowed to achieve current production (Industry 2.0), the leap of information technology development led to the development of automation of production (Industry 3.0). Finally, the integration of digital and physical systems should ensure the implementation of the industry paradigm 4.0, the essence of which is the autonomous implementation of production processes. Achievement of this level of development is possible in the long-term perspective and requires the transformation of all components involved in business processes: enterprises, products, information, personnel, consumers, equipment, transport, etc. [16].

The concept »Industry 4.0» implies the implementation of processes for the development, production and delivery of products through real-time data transmission between all participants in business processes, with a view to maximizing transparency and awareness. At the same time, companies are able to track the location and condition of goods at any time, to adjust the equipment autonomously, adapting the materials to the production conditions used (»automatic» product customization). Management Concept »Industry 4.0» uses innovative methods and prediction models through intelligent processing »big data» based on early warning algorithms, support management decisions, mental maps and more.

In the next twenty years, automation of the industry will reduce about 40 % of jobs; in the first place low-paid positions in the production are subject to reduction. Over the past 30 years, human participation in manufacturing worldwide has declined from 64 to 59 %. The concept »Industry 4.0» can be considered as the concept of »production of knowledge». So, it is worth highlighting the features of such »production»:
- knowledge is made up of a larger share of the value of goods and services. It is known, for example, that about 70 % of the cost of a modern car is the design, electronics and other intelligent components. For such products as software, the »degree of engagement» of knowledge in creating their value is even higher;
- the activity on creation, storage and use of knowledge is becoming more and more popular, the importance of the education system is changing. Investments in education are considered as investments in human capital; the rate of aging of knowledge increases significantly. By the time the diploma is awarded, most of
the professional knowledge of the professional cycle (especially in the field of innovative technologies) becomes irrelevant. This leads to the need to continue the learning process throughout the working life of a person;
– in the structure of the population, the share of workers, employed in the production, storage, transportation and use of knowledge is increasing, intensifying competition among them. More and more in demand are the high qualifications and the level of knowledge corresponding to it. Skilled workers provide added value to the product, thanks to the knowledge they own and use;
– the excessive specialization in production is reduced. The need for personification is growing. These trends place high demands on the level of professionalism of labor resources [17].

In 2016, according to the Innovation Index of the European Innovation Scoreboard, Ukraine became a member of the «slow innovators» group. In comparison with other European countries, Ukraine lags behind all indicators, except for the coverage of the population with higher education.

According to the data of 2017, Ukraine was on the 50th place in 127 countries according to the Global Innovation Index, which demonstrates the high potential for an innovative model of economic development of the country as a whole. At the same time, the quality of public institutions in the context of innovation is rather low (96 out of 120 according to the «efficiency of government»).

According to the index of innovation development of the agency Bloomberg in 2018, Ukraine lost 4 positions during the year, which corresponds to 46th place in the ranking of 50 countries. Ukraine was the worst in terms of labor productivity (50th place) and got 48th place for technological opportunities. At the same time, it was possible to get 21 place on the efficiency of higher education and 27 place on patent activity.

In the Global Competitiveness Index, calculated for 2017–2018, Ukraine ranked 81st out of 137 countries under study. Ukraine still has a very high position in terms of «higher, secondary and vocational education» and «capacity market», but has a critical lag in ratings of «macroeconomic environment», «state institutions», «business development». Ukraine undertook the «innovation» subindex in this year’s 61st position, which shows a fall of 9 points compared to 2016–2017.

According to the order of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine No. 680-r dated June 17, 2009, the national innovation system is a set of legislative, structural and functional components (institutions). Institutions are involved in the process of creating and applying scientific knowledge and technologies and determine the legal, economic, organizational and social conditions for ensuring the innovation process [18].

Already, one can predict that the main consequence of a new technological wave will be that the cost of labor will cease to be decisive when generating production costs. This means that the low-skilled labor force, due to which developing countries and some sectors of the Ukrainian economy live, will cease to be significant. And the main factor will be the technological potential.

The main concern with the application of the concept of «Industry 4.0» is that a significant expansion of possible operations will not necessarily lead to new job creation for people, which in turn may become a socio-economic problem for the country. Researchers believe that by the year 2020, robots and new technologies can leave five million people in the world without the work. The largest reductions are forecasted among office and administrative workers.

It is vitally important for Ukraine to maintain national competitiveness. Today, Parliament discusses the establishment of the Law «On the national innovation system». It is necessary to reconfigure the entire system of economy – from the venture stage, including the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, university science, production. All this should be redefined in an innovative way.

In addition, a program of scientific and technological progress and its socio-economic consequences should be developed. Such a program will give an idea of the consequences of the fourth technological revolution [19]. For example, the consequences of which will be the disappearance of the profession of accountant (and this is already happening), which will lead to a reduction in the driver’s profession in the near future, and so on.

In this regard, the government of the country should already foresee substantial expenditures on the establishment of a system of retraining in the budget, so that people who are released from the traditional sectors of the economy find themselves adequately applied.

7. SWOT analysis of research results

Strengths. Increase of labor productivity by 15–25 % without material costs; by 5–8 %, including the cost of materials (the greatest benefits are expected in industry and mechanical engineering). Greater profitability, reduced production costs, reduced production cycle, increased shareholder value at enterprises. A new type of intellectual, flexible value chain, the production of individual goods, decentralization of decision making.

Weaknesses. Employment: This is a controversial area, since automation and technological advances in some cases can lead to a reduction in employment, in particular in the short term. Over the next 10 years, the Boston Consulting Group expects an increase in employment by 6 %. The Boston Consulting Group warns of the need to have a variety of skills and the replacement of low-skilled workers by machines, while engineers, software developers and IT professionals will be in high demand [20]. Insufficient development of the system of public-private partnerships in the implementation of innovation projects - the share of enterprises receiving funding from the budget for these purposes is 0.8 % (in Germany – 8.8 %, in Belgium – 12.7 %) [21].

A number of factors influence these predictions:
– technological standards, labor supply with relevant skills, investments and research;
– significant cost of developing and implementing technologies;
– the increased complexity of decision-making (decision-making processes are complicated as a result of a huge number of alternatives and multiple contradictory goals).

Opportunities. The perspectives of the object of the study include:
– the possibility of developing new leading and revolutionary markets for goods and services;
improved customer satisfaction with new markets; improved product quality and product diversity; the possibility of transition to the sixth technological structure of the economy; the possibility of strengthening cooperation between industrial enterprises and research organizations in the process of achieving synergy; an opportunity to increase GDP growth rate – about 3% of GDP per year (this indicator depends on the expected increase in demand from manufacturers for improved equipment and the use of data in combination with consumer demand for some products).

**Threats.** The threats of the object of the study include: the threat of weakening the competitiveness of various industries in Ukraine in comparison with world leaders; threat of weakening of economic safety of industrial enterprises; weakening of the competitiveness of enterprises in the regions of Ukraine; insufficient level of formation of the ecosystem of the concept «Industry 4.0» in Ukraine, including difficulties with the development of applied services and organizational readiness of potential clients and developers of applications for industrial Internet platforms [22]; threat of the fundamental impossibility of Ukrainian enterprises to compete with leading international industrial corporations [22]; non-investment character of the taxation system; lack of long-term financing; high interest rates on long-term loans.

**8. Conclusions**

1. It has been determined that knowledge constitutes an increasing share of the value of goods and services; the activity on creation, storage and use of knowledge becomes more and more in demand, the role of the education system is changing. Investments in education are considered as investments in human capital. The rate of aging of knowledge is significantly increasing. The structure of the population increases the share of workers employed in the production, storage, transportation and use of knowledge, increasingly competition among them. Reduced excessive specialization in production. The need for personification is growing. These trends place high demands on the level of professionalism of labor resources.

2. It is noted that each analytical report on the practical application of the concept «Industry 4.0» mentions examples and cases of new technologies, which states that technology 4.0 is not just new technologies or the evolution of the old ones. These are new approaches and new visions to how to produce products, how to manage assets and how to do business altogether. Many companies are just beginning to understand this, and it’s not easy for many industrial and service-oriented sectors.

3. It was found that the main consequence of the new technological wave will be the change in the specific weights of the components of the cost of products. Thus, the cost of labor will cease to be determinative when generating production costs. This means that the low-skilled labor force, which is crucial for developing countries, in particular, for the Ukrainian economy, will no longer be a significant factor in the formation of value. And the main factor will be the technological potential.

4. In addition, it was emphasized the need for Ukraine to maintain national competitiveness through the adoption of the Law «On the National Innovation System».

Thus, the main advantages of digitization Ukrainian economy may be:

- high speed and pace of development;
- transformation of business processes of enterprises and industries;
- reduction of expenses for realization of business processes;
- the emergence of new business models;
- the emergence of new «smart» products, new markets;
- changes in the structure of the required professions;
- constant diffusion of innovations;
- active development of electronic payment systems.

Thus, digitization of the Ukrainian economy implies the formation of significant objective competitive advantages for enterprises in the future, provided that they overcome a number of barriers that are being observed today. This determines the need to develop roadmaps for the implementation of the Industry 4.0 concept, «smart» mechanisms for transforming existing industrial systems, models and mental maps for building a digital economy.
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